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Introduction 

Silicon Valley Power (SVP), Santa Clara’s municipal electric utility, has committed to ensuring an 
affordable, reliable, and clean future energy supply for its electric ratepayers. In 2005, California Senate 
Bill 1037 (Kehoe) established several important policies regarding energy efficiency. One key provision 
makes a statewide commitment to cost‐effective and feasible energy efficiency, with the expectation 
that all utilities consider energy efficiency before investing in any other resources to meet growing 
demand.  

This report documents the findings from Cadmus’ independent evaluation of the persistence of retro‐
commissioning projects performed for SVP’s fiscal year (FY) 2009‐2010 and FY 2010–2011 retro‐
commissioning pilot program. SVP staff and third‐party contractors, specializing in retro‐commissioning, 
implemented the program. The retro‐commissioning program included studies at two sites, which 
resulted in four projects claiming about 2,577,000 kWh ex ante annual electricity savings.  

Due to the small population of projects, Cadmus selected all four projects in the portfolio as the basis for 
the persistence study. The sites were a hotel and office campus comprising five buildings. Appendix A 
contains additional information about the sites.  

The following sections of the report present:  

• The methodology used for developing the sample and analyzing the sampled projects and the 
program as a whole. 

• Evaluation activities and results, including data collection activities and analysis.  

• The conclusions, summary results, and recommendations. 
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Methodology 

Cadmus conducted this persistence study to determine if measures installed under the retro‐
commissioning program were still active several years after they were implemented. We performed 
persistence verification through data collected on site and interviews of the facility operations staff. 
Based on the measures that were still functioning at the time of the study, the analysis determined 
persistence rates and persistence energy savings from program tracking data, particularly the savings in 
the Verification Reports from the retro‐commissioning program.  

The persistence study included the following tasks to determine annual electric energy savings: 

• Sample development  

• Site data collection  

• Data analysis  

Sample Development  
Due to the limited number of participants in the SVP retro‐commissioning program, we included all of 
the measures, sites, and projects in the persistence study. The two sites, with a total of four projects 
implemented, included a total of six measures.  

Site Data Collection 
Cadmus visited the sites to review the systems, interview the facilities’ teams, and collect data to 
determine which measures have persisted. We collected HVAC system trend data from the energy 
management system (EMS) at each site and reviewed the current status of the systems with the facility 
staff. Appendix A contains additional information about the site visits.  

SVP’s retro‐commissioning program included a verification process that program staff documented in 
the files for each site. The project implementer provided a verification report that adjusted the project 
savings based on data collected on the implemented measures. Due to the good quality of data in the 
SVP’s database, Cadmus was able to reference project‐level ex ante saving estimates and the detailed 
information collected during the implementation phase. 

Data Analysis 
Cadmus analyzed the trend data the facility teams provided from the facility EMS to compare current 
system operations to the expected operations based on the measures implemented under the retro‐
commissioning program.  
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To provide insight into the types of measures that may or may not have persisted, we categorized the 
individual measures according to the type of activity with which the measure was associated. These 
categories were not defined within the retro‐commissioning program, so we developed them for the 
purposes of the persistence study as follows: 

• Schedule – These measures involved modifying the equipment operating schedules. While 
Schedule measures are easy to implement, they are also potentially easy to override. Facility 
staff can program the system schedules through the building’s EMS. They generally based 
schedule updates on reducing the operating hours of specific pieces of equipment. Some 
equipment had been running continuously, other equipment had time schedules that the retro‐
commissioning provider recommended reducing further.  

• Control Strategy – These measures made modifications to the setpoints or operating sequences 
through the EMS. The setpoints may be set up as user‐adjustable or hard‐coded into the 
controls programming. User adjustable setpoints can be relatively easy to change back to the 
original (prior to retro‐commissioning) conditions. Changes to the operating sequences typically 
require someone familiar with the EMS programming, so are more difficult to implement than 
schedule changes; however, once made, facility staff are less likely to change them. The 
measures categorized as Control Strategy included resetting the air handling unit supply air 
temperature, resetting the air handling unit duct static pressure setpoints, and controlling 
pumps based on system conditions rather than operating continuously.  

• Maintenance – These measures focused on fixing issues related to routine maintenance that 
impact energy performance, such as fixing dampers or calibrating sensors. Uncertainties affect 
the savings baseline and persistence of maintenance measures. By definition, the opportunities 
for maintenance improvement existed because facilities did not properly maintain the systems. 
SVP may find it difficult to determine how long the condition existed, causing performance 
issues, and how long would it have continued before the facility repaired it. Uncertainties about 
persistence are similar—if maintenance practices caused the issue, what will prevent it from 
happening again? Some other utilities have chosen to exclude maintenance‐related measures 
from their retro‐commissioning programs because of these uncertainties.  

• Equipment & Controls Upgrades –These measures included installing equipment that allowed 
modifications to the sequence of operations. For the SVP projects, the equipment upgrades 
were variable‐frequency drive (VFD) installations on two air handling units to allow the systems 
to run as variable‐air‐volume systems. In some utility programs, retro‐commissioning providers 
may identify equipment measures through the retro‐commissioning study, but the measures are 
implemented and funded under a different program.  

We reviewed trend data for each system and analyzed each measure. We considered a measure to have 
persisted if the trend data provided evidence that the implemented measure was still functioning to 
meet the intent of the measure, as documented in the retro‐commissioning verification report. Some 
variations to specific settings were evident. For example, a time schedule was altered from the retro‐
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commissioning verification report documentation, but the system was still controlled to a schedule in 
lieu of operating continuously. In this situation, we considered the measure to have persisted.  

The retro‐commissioning program verification reports specified some of the savings at the system level 
and other savings at the measure level. We calculated persistence at the lowest level possible (i.e. at the 
system level when it was available and at the measure level when system information was not available) 
and rolled up the persistence savings from there.  

Persistence savings equal the product of program verified ex ante savings and the observed level of 
persistence for each system. We can then roll up these savings to the measure, project, and program 
levels. 

• System Persistence Savings = (Percentage of Observed Persistence) x (Ex Ante Savings)  

• Measure Savings = ∑ System Persistence Savings per measure  

• Project Savings = ∑ System Persistence Savings per project  

• Program Savings = ∑ System Persistence Savings for the program  

Following the analysis, we contacted the facilities teams to solicit feedback about measures that were 
determined to have not persisted. We collected information about why the measure had not persisted. 
The categorization is based solely on the feedback from the site staff; we did not do a technical review 
of site conditions to confirm their information. We determined the reasons for non‐persisting measures 
could be categorized as follows: 

• Space Changes – The measure did not persist because the use of the space served by the system 
changed from the conditions that existed at the time of the retro‐commissioning 
implementation. Space renovations and changes of use commonly occur in existing facilities and 
it is difficult to predict future space changes when conducting a study. For example, a new 
laboratory was installed in an area which required the air handling unit to run at 100% outside 
air, eliminating the need for an economizer control cycle and requiring the operating schedule 
to change. 

• Performance Issue – The measure did not persist because the facility team found that the 
implemented measure had an impact on system performance and had to be changed back to 
the original condition or further modified. For example, the recommended reduction in the 
static pressure setpoint for an air handling unit was found to have an impact on the airflows to 
the spaces served and the required space temperatures could not be maintained.  

• Maintenance Issue – The measure did not persist due to a maintenance or operations related 
issue. For example, system points were found to have been overridden preventing an 
economizer to function, duct pressure sensors that were known to be non‐functioning had not 
been replaced, and schedules were overridden to operate continuously instead of on a time 
schedule.  
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Findings and Recommendations 

Findings 
SVP’s retro‐commissioning program has realized 63% persistent savings through the measures still in 
place and operational since implementation in FY 2009‐2010 and FY 2010‐2011. A breakdown of the 
findings is included in Table 1. 

Table 1. Summary of Persistence Study Results 

Site 
Measure 
Category 

Measures 
Number of 

Systems 
Impacted 

Reported 
Ex-Ante 
Electric 
Savings 
(kWh) 

Persistence 
Rate 

Persistent 
Savings 
(kWh) 

Site 1 Maintenance Economizer 2 38,271 100% 38,271 

Site 1 
Equipment and 
Controls 

VFD Installation 2 130,205 100% 130,205 

Site 2 Schedule Schedule 16 806,247 48% 389,349 
Site 2 Maintenance Economizer 16 389,111 63% 243,194 

Site 2 Control Strategy 
Supply Air Reset;  
Static Pressure Reset;  
Pump Control 

55 1,213,533 68% 830,396 

Total    2,577,367 63% 1,631,415 
 

As shown in Table 1, measures implemented at Site 1 realized a 100% persistence rate. Compared to 
Site 2, Site 1 had fewer measures installed and a relatively small number of systems. According to the 
site visit interview, the facility manager at Site 1 started at the facility after the retro‐commissioning 
project was implemented and was not involved with the project. Cadmus observed that the savings 
persisted through a facility manager change. We categorized Site 1 measures as Maintenance and 
Equipment and Controls measures. During the program documentation review, Cadmus noted that one 
of the Site 1 retro‐commissioning reports recommended schedule changes; however, Site 1 did not 
implement the measure under the program because the program staff determined it was a manual 
method of scheduling. The facility manager at the site was planning to adjust schedules manually each 
day, and even though the scheduling was performed through the EMS, and the program staff considered 
it a manual adjustment. Although using an EMS to implement scheduling of equipment can often 
generate energy savings, it is difficult to project the persistence level of savings from the scheduling 
adjustments, as evidenced from the Site 2 results. (Appendix A includes more detailed information 
about Site 1.)  

Measures implemented at Site 2 realized a persistence rate of 61%. None of the measure categories 
achieved a 100% persistence rate. This site included a large number of systems (26 air handling units 
and 26 pumping systems) in the retro‐commissioning project. The project included Schedule, 
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Maintenance, and Control Strategy measures. During the verification stage of the retro‐commissioning 
project, the project implementer provided data showing savings after implementation that indicated the 
measures were installed and functioning. Based on the trend data collected during the persistence 
study, it appears that since that time many of the installed measures were no longer in service or had 
been modified so they no longer met the intent outlined in the retro‐commissioning verification report.  

Prior to implementing the retro‐commissioning project, many of the systems at Site 2 ran continuously. 
As a part of the project, Site 2 implemented 16 Schedule measures, putting operation schedules in place 
(which were confirmed as part of the implementation process). Site 2 implemented schedules for six 
systems in the first phase of the project and further adjusted the schedules in a second phase of the 
project. However, based on our analysis, it appears that facility staff removed the schedules for many 
pieces of equipment. We found that 48% of the systems that had schedules implemented as a part of 
the project were running continuously at some point over the trended period of the persistence study. 
In several instances, the data showed equipment running on a schedule for a period of time, but then it 
started to operate continuously again. In other instances, trend data showed equipment was running 
continuously until Cadmus contacted staff at the site to collect data for the persistence study. After this 
time, data showed that the equipment began running on a time schedule, although a schedule that 
differed from the original schedule in the retro‐commissioning study. In these situations, we counted 
the specific measure for the piece of equipment as “Not Installed” with 0% of the ex ante savings 
counted towards the persistence results. 

The 16 Maintenance measures at Site 2 realized a 54% persistence rate. These measures were primarily 
related to repairs of components for the air‐handling units to allow air‐side economizing. Some of the 
trend data showed that the repaired components had failed again or other issues had occurred. In some 
instances, the data allowed us to determine that the economizer was not functioning, without knowing 
the root cause.  

The 55 Control Strategy measures implemented at Site 2 realized a 68% persistence rate. These 
measures included control sequence upgrades such as air‐handling unit supply air temperature reset, 
air‐handling unit static pressure reset, and controlling pumps based on system conditions (rather than 
having them running continuously). These measures involved making changes to the control system and 
the trend data did not provide information about why the non‐persisting measures were not still active. 
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A breakdown of the persistence study findings per measure category is provided in Figure 1. The stacked 
bar chart shows the quantity of systems in each measure category, broken down by persisting measures 
and categorized non‐persisting measures.  

Figure 1. Summary of Persistence Measure Findings, Quantities 
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Figure 2 contains the same set of data, but each the persisting measures and categorized non‐persisting 
measures are  presented as a percentage of the total number of systems in the measure category.  

Figure 2. Summary of Persistence Findings, Percents 
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operating schedules are an integral part of any energy savings predictions, the ability to easily 
change a schedule makes this type of measure less than ideal for program incentives.  

• Exclude maintenance-related items: Although a study can identify maintenance issues and 
prompt action to fix them, we recommend that SVP does not provide incentives or allow savings 
from these measures to count towards the energy savings generated by the program.  

• Promote persistence of savings: Require the retro‐commissioning provider to conduct operator 
training on the implemented system changes as a deliverable. Hold back a portion of the 
persistence incentives and perform a persistence review approximately one year after 
implementation and verification of the project. If the measures are still persistent, pay out the 
rest of the incentive.  
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Appendix A. Site Reports 

Site 1 

Facility and Project Description 
Built in 1983, Site 1 is a 14‐story hotel with 501 guest rooms. In addition to the guest rooms, the facility 
has approximately 60,000 square feet of meeting and banquet room space. The site systems include: 

• A chiller plant with two 250‐ton electric chillers, cooling towers, and a plate and frame heat 
exchanger 

• A heating hot water plant with two boilers 

• Six air handling units that serve various areas of the hotel, including: 

 AH‐1 – Lobby 

 AH‐2 – Meeting Rooms and Restrooms 

 AH‐3 ‐ Mezzanine Administrative Areas 

 AH‐4 – North Meeting Room Second Floor 

 AH‐5 – South Meeting Room Second Floor 

 AH‐6 – Main Tower Ventilation (100% Outside Air) 

SVP commissioned an initial retro‐commissioning study that led to two phases of measure 
implementation. The retro‐commissioning provider documented the first phase of implementation in a 
verification report dated January 7, 2008. SVP paid incentives to fix the economizer operations on AH‐1 
and AH‐3 to allow the air‐handling units to take advantage of air‐side free cooling, reducing the energy 
consumption of the chiller. The retro‐commissioning provider documented the second phase of 
implementation in a verification report dated February 19, 2010. SVP paid incentives to install VFDs on 
AH‐4 and AH‐5 to reduce fan energy consumption of the air‐handling units.  

Persistence Study Activities 
On December 17, 2013, Cadmus performed a site visit to gather relevant information to verify the 
persistence of the measures for this project. The site inspection included a review of the EMS, collecting 
trend data, and setting up additional trends, collecting screenshots of the operating parameters, and 
discussing and confirming a verification strategy with the site contact. We requested additional trend 
information from the site and received it on January 27, 2014. 

Data Collection and Persistence Establishment 
To evaluate persistence for the economizer project, Cadmus used the trend data it collected from the 
EMS. For AH‐1 and AH‐3, we collected data for two distinct timeframes. Cadmus collected two days of 
trend data during the initial visit and the site facilities team provided over one month of data during the 
follow‐up request. Cadmus reviewed trend data for outside air temperature, return air temperature, 
discharge air temperature, discharge air setpoint, cooling valve position, and fan speeds to determine if 
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the installed measures were still functioning. Cadmus used the program documentation to establish the 
expected system operation as follows: 

• Economizer is active when outside air temperature is less than return air temperature.  

• Outside air damper is modulated to control discharge air temperature.  

• If the outside air damper is 100% open and discharge air setpoint is not maintained, the cooling 
valve is modulated open.  

To evaluate persistence for the VFD installation project, Cadmus used the trend data it collected from 
the EMS. For AH‐4 and AH‐5, we collected data for two distinct timeframes. Cadmus collected two days 
of trend data during the initial visit and the site facilities team provided over one month of data during 
the follow‐up request. Cadmus reviewed trend data for duct static pressure, duct static pressure 
setpoint, and fan speeds to determine if the installed measures were still functioning. Cadmus used the 
program documentation to establish the expected system operation as follows: 

• Changing cooling loads in the areas served by each air handling unit causes an increase or 
decrease in the required air flow, which in turn causes a change to the duct static pressure.  

• Supply fan VFD speed is modulated to maintain duct static pressure setpoint.  

• Return fan VFD speed tracks the supply fan speed.  

We reviewed each system for each measure to determine if the installed measure was still active. The 
study found that all four of the measures installed on the systems at Site 1 were still functioning.  

Persistence Savings Calculations 
For the purposes of this study, Cadmus applied the persistence findings to the ex ante savings from the 
site verification reports provided during program implementation phase.  

Table 2 shows the operating conditions obtained from the trend data.  

Table 2.Verified Operating Conditions 

Site 1 
Project 
Phase 

Verification 
Report 
Date 

RCM RCM Category 
Equipment 

Effected 

Verified 
Ex Ante 
Annual 
Savings 
(kWh) 

January 
2014 Status 

Persistence 
Savings 
(kWh) 

Phase 1 1/7/2008 
RCM‐1 Re‐
establish 

Economizer 
Maintenance 

AHU‐1, 
AHU3 

38,271 Installed 38,271 

Phase 2 2/19/2010 
RCM‐4  

Install VFD 
Equipment & 

Controls 
AHU‐4 98,149 Installed 98,149 

Phase 2 2/19/2010 
RCM‐4  

Install VFD 
Equipment & 

Controls 
AHU‐5 32,056 Installed 32,056 

Total         168,476   168,476 
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Final Results 
Cadmus verified that the measures installed at Site 1 were still in place and functioning. The original 
reported ex ante estimates for annual energy savings was 168,476 kWh. Applying a 100% percent 
persistence rate to these savings yields annual persistence savings of 168,476 kWh.  
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Site 2 

Facility and Project Description 
Built in 1980, Site 2 is an 830,000 square foot facility comprising five connected rectangular buildings.  

• Building 1: consists of open office space, offices, and conference rooms on both upper and 
lower levels. 

• Building 2: consists of open office space, conference rooms, lounges, test labs and support 
rooms on the upper level and manufacturing labs, open offices, fabrication rooms, and support 
spaces on the lower level. 

• Building 3: consists of open office space, conference rooms, lounge, security entrance, and 
support rooms on the lower level. 

• Building 4: consists of open office space, conference rooms, laboratories, library and support 
spaces on the upper level and open office space, offices, conference rooms, workspaces, 
laboratories, manufacturing spaces, and support rooms on the lower level. 

• Building 5: is central to all of the building and consists of a kitchen, cafeteria, and conference 
rooms, lobby, security room, tenant space, work spaces, mechanical central plant, and support 
rooms. 

This retro‐commissioning project included the following systems: 

• Chiller plant with four electric chillers serving the air handling units and two chillers serving 
process loads. The systems are configured as primary/secondary pumping systems.  

• Heating hot water plant with two boilers. 

• Thirty‐eight variable‐air‐volume air handling units serve the facility. 

The retro‐commissioning provider performed an initial retro‐commissioning study that led to two 
phases of measure implementation. The first phase of implementation was documented within a 
verification report dated February 27, 2010. SVP paid incentives for two energy conservation measures. 
In the first phase, Site 2 added scheduling capabilities to the EMS and implemented schedules for six air‐
handling units. In the second phase, Site 2 connected pumps to the EMS and added control based on 
outside air temperature for 18 pumps. The retro‐commissioning provider documented the second phase 
in a verification report dated March 3, 2011. SVP paid incentives for five energy conservation measures: 
device repairs to improve economizer control, AHU control sequence modifications for supply air reset 
and static pressure reset, additional AHU schedule modifications, and additional pump sequence 
modifications. 

Persistence Study Activities 
On January 7, 2014, Cadmus performed a site visit to gather relevant information to verify the 
persistence of the measures for Site 2. The site inspection included reviewing the EMS, collecting trend 
data, and discussing measure status with the site facilities staff. Additional trend information was 
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requested and received on February 19, 2014. We also conducted an interview with the site staff on 
February 19 to discuss the reasons why certain measures did not persist.  

Data Collection and Persistence Establishment 
To evaluate persistence for the retro‐commissioning measures, Cadmus used the trend data it collected 
from the EMS. Given the periods covered by the trend data available, we analyzed different time frames 
for different units. For some units, data was available going back to July 2013; for others it was only 
available for approximately one month.  

To evaluate persistence for the economizer measure, Cadmus reviewed trend data for outside air 
temperature, return air temperature, mixed air temperature, discharge air temperature, cooling valve 
position, heating valve position, mixed air damper position, and fan speeds to determine if the installed 
measures were still functioning. Cadmus used the program documentation to establish the expected 
system operation as follows: 

• Economizer is active when outside air temperature is less than return air temperature.  

• Outside air damper is modulated to control mixed air temperature.  

• If the outside air damper is 100% open and discharge air setpoint is not maintained, the cooling 
valve is modulated open.  

To evaluate persistence for the supply air reset and static pressure reset measures, Cadmus reviewed 
trend data for return air temperature, discharge air temperature, duct static pressure, and fan speeds to 
determine if the installed measures were still functioning. Cadmus used the program documentation to 
establish the expected system operation as follows: 

• Discharge Air Reset – Checked the previous constant discharge air temperatures documented in 
the site verification report and proposed reset schedule. Compared discharge air temperatures 
to the reset schedule to confirm reset is occurring.   

• Static Pressure Reset – Checked the previous constant duct static pressure setpoints 
documented in the site verification report and proposed reset schedule. Compared static 
pressures to the reset schedule to confirm reset is occurring. 

To evaluate persistence for the pump control adjustments, Cadmus reviewed trend data for pump status 
and/or VFD speed and the outside air temperature to determine if the installed measures were still 
functioning. Cadmus used the program documentation to establish the expected system operation as 
follows: 

• Checked the previous schedule documented in the site verification report and proposed 
schedule.  

• Compared trend data to the proposed control sequence to confirm whether the proposed 
control method is still installed. 
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To evaluate persistence for the schedule adjustments, Cadmus reviewed trend data for fan status, VFD 
speed, and/or duct static pressure to determine if the installed measures are still functioning. Cadmus 
used the program documentation to establish the expected system operation as follows: 

• Checked the previous schedule documented in the site verification report and proposed 
schedule.  

• Compared trend data to the proposed schedule to confirm the new schedule is still installed.  

Persistence Savings Calculations 
For the purposes of this study, Cadmus applied the persistence findings to the ex ante savings from the 
site verification reports provided during program implementation phase. Of the five buildings at the site, 
the available trend data provided for Building 2 was not complete, so we left it out of the persistence 
checks. We applied the persistence findings for the other systems in each measure to the Building 2 
systems to calculate the overall persistence savings.  

Table 2 on the following pages lists the operating conditions obtained from the trend data. 

Final Results 
Cadmus determined whether or not each of the measures installed at Site 2 were still in place and 
functioning, based on the trend data and discussions with the facility staff. The original reported ex ante 
estimates for annual energy savings was 2,408,891 kWh. Applying persistence rates for each measure 
and rolling it up to the site level yields an annual persistence savings of 1,462,939 kWh or 63% of the 
total included in the verification documentation.  
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Table 3. Verified Operating Conditions 

Site 2: 
Phase 

Verification 
Report Date 

RCM RCM Category Equipment Effected 

Verified Ex 
Ante Annual 

Savings 
(kWh) 

Revised* Ex 
Ante Annual 

Savings 
(kWh) 

January 2014 Status 
Persistence 

Savings 
(kWh) 

Non -
Persistence 

Category 

Phase 1 2/27/2010 
RCM ‐1 AHU Schedule 
Optimization 

Schedule Bldg 2, AH‐4 121,012 93,079 
Further revised in Phase 
2, Not Installed 

0 Maintenance 
Issue 

Phase 1 2/27/2010 
RCM ‐1 AHU Schedule 
Optimization 

Schedule Bldg 2, AH‐9 145,539 114,809 
Further revised in Phase 
2, Not Installed 

0 Maintenance 
Issue 

Phase 1 2/27/2010 
RCM ‐1 AHU Schedule 
Optimization 

Schedule Bldg 4, AH‐1 202,001 156,764 
Further revised in Phase 
2, Installed 

156,764  

Phase 1 2/27/2010 
RCM ‐1 AHU Schedule 
Optimization 

Schedule Bldg 4, AH‐3A 0 0 Dropped from program 0  

Phase 1 2/27/2010 
RCM ‐1 AHU Schedule 
Optimization 

Schedule Bldg 4, AH‐4 210,411 143,497 
Further revised in Phase 
2, Installed 

143,497  

Phase 1 2/27/2010 
RCM ‐1 AHU Schedule 
Optimization 

Schedule Bldg 5, AH‐2 77,881 60,530 
Further revised in Phase 
2, Not Installed 

0 Maintenance 
Issue 

Phase 1 2/27/2010 
RCM ‐2A Pump Schedule 
Optimization 

Control Strategy 
Bldg 2, SCHWP‐1A (AHU‐
2) 

14,709 50,269 
Per site discussion, 
Installed 

50,269  

Phase 1 2/27/2010 
RCM ‐2A Pump Schedule 
Optimization 

Control Strategy 
Bldg 2, SCHWP‐1B (AHU‐
2) 

14,709 13,017 
Per site discussion, 
Installed 

13,017  

Phase 1 2/27/2010 
RCM ‐2A Pump Schedule 
Optimization 

Control Strategy 
Bldg 2, SCHWP‐2A (AHU‐
3) 

14,709 50,269 
Per site discussion, 
Installed 

50,269  

Phase 1 2/27/2010 
RCM ‐2A Pump Schedule 
Optimization 

Control Strategy 
Bldg 2, SCHWP‐2B (AHU‐
3) 

14,709 13,017 
Per site discussion, 
Installed 

13,017  

Phase 1 2/27/2010 
RCM ‐2A Pump Schedule 
Optimization 

Control Strategy 
Bldg 2, SCHWP‐4 (AHU‐
26) 

29,418 26,035 
Per site discussion, 
Installed 

26,035  

Phase 1 2/27/2010 
RCM ‐2A Pump Schedule 
Optimization 

Control Strategy 
Bldg 2, SCHWP‐5 (AHU‐
26) 

29,418 100,538 
Per site discussion, 
Installed 

100,538  
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Site 2: 
Phase 

Verification 
Report Date 

RCM RCM Category Equipment Effected 

Verified Ex 
Ante Annual 

Savings 
(kWh) 

Revised* Ex 
Ante Annual 

Savings 
(kWh) 

January 2014 Status 
Persistence 

Savings 
(kWh) 

Non -
Persistence 

Category 

Phase 1 2/27/2010 
RCM ‐2A Pump Schedule 
Optimization 

Control Strategy Bldg 2, HWP‐1 9,730 0 
Dropped from program in 
Verification Phase 

0  

Phase 1 2/27/2010 
RCM ‐2A Pump Schedule 
Optimization 

Control Strategy 
Bldg 2, HWP‐23‐1 (AHU‐
5) 

14,595 0 
Dropped from program in 
Verification Phase 

0  

Phase 1 2/27/2010 
RCM ‐2A Pump Schedule 
Optimization 

Control Strategy 
Bldg 2, HWP‐23‐2 (AHU‐
5) 

14,595 0 
Dropped from program in 
Verification Phase 

0  

Phase 1 2/27/2010 
RCM ‐2A Pump Schedule 
Optimization 

Control Strategy 
Bldg 2, CHWP‐23 (AHU 
for Bay 5) 

2,942 0 
Dropped from program in 
Verification Phase 

0  

Phase 1 2/27/2010 
RCM ‐2A Pump Schedule 
Optimization 

Control Strategy Bldg 5, CH Pump (AH‐1) 2,942 2,603 
Per site discussion, 
Installed 

2,603  

Phase 1 2/27/2010 
RCM ‐2A Pump Schedule 
Optimization 

Control Strategy Bldg 5, CH Pump (AH‐2) 2,942 2,603 
Per site discussion, 
Installed 

2,603  

Phase 1 2/27/2010 
RCM ‐2A Pump Schedule 
Optimization 

Control Strategy Bldg 5, CH Pump (AH‐5) 2,942 2,603 
Per site discussion, 
Installed 

2,603  

Phase 1 2/27/2010 
RCM ‐2A Pump Schedule 
Optimization 

Control Strategy Bldg 5, CH Pump (AH‐7) 2,942 2,603 
Per site discussion, 
Installed 

2,603  

Phase 1 2/27/2010 
RCM ‐2A Pump Schedule 
Optimization 

Control Strategy 
Bldg 5, CHWP, B.3 (Bldg 
3) 

88,252 0 
Dropped from program in 
Verification Phase 

0  

Phase 1 2/27/2010 
RCM ‐2A Pump Schedule 
Optimization 

Control Strategy Bldg 5, B53CP1 85,667 75,815 Not Installed 0 Space 
Change 

Phase 1 2/27/2010 
RCM ‐2A Pump Schedule 
Optimization 

Control Strategy Bldg 5, B55CP1 58,835 52,069 Not Installed 0 Maintenance 
Issue 

Phase 1 2/27/2010 RCM ‐2A Pump Schedule Control Strategy Bldg 5, B54CP1 85,667 75,815 Not Installed 0 Space 
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Site 2: 
Phase 

Verification 
Report Date 

RCM RCM Category Equipment Effected 

Verified Ex 
Ante Annual 

Savings 
(kWh) 

Revised* Ex 
Ante Annual 

Savings 
(kWh) 

January 2014 Status 
Persistence 

Savings 
(kWh) 

Non -
Persistence 

Category 

Optimization Change 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐1 Economizer Maintenance Bldg 2, AH‐1 

389,111 389,111 

Not Installed 

209,521 

Maintenance 
Issue 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐1 Economizer Maintenance Bldg 2, AH‐2 Installed  
Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐1 Economizer Maintenance Bldg 2, AH‐8 Installed  
Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐1 Economizer Maintenance Bldg 2, AH‐9 Installed  
Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐1 Economizer Maintenance Bldg 3, AH‐10 Installed  

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐1 Economizer Maintenance Bldg 3, AH‐15 Not Installed Space 
Change 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐1 Economizer Maintenance Bldg 3, AH‐16 Not Installed Maintenance 
Issue 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐1 Economizer Maintenance Bldg 3, AH‐17 Installed  

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐1 Economizer Maintenance Bldg 4, AH‐1 Not Installed Maintenance 
Issue 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐1 Economizer Maintenance Bldg 4, AH‐2 Installed  
Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐1 Economizer Maintenance Bldg 4, AH‐3 Installed  
Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐1 Economizer Maintenance Bldg 4, AH‐4 Installed  

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐1 Economizer Maintenance Bldg 5, AH‐1 Not Installed Performance 
Issue 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐1 Economizer Maintenance Bldg 5, AH‐2 Installed  

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐1 Economizer Maintenance Bldg 5, AH‐3 Installed  

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐1 Economizer Maintenance Bldg 5, AH‐5 Not Installed Maintenance 
Issue 
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Site 2: 
Phase 

Verification 
Report Date 

RCM RCM Category Equipment Effected 

Verified Ex 
Ante Annual 

Savings 
(kWh) 

Revised* Ex 
Ante Annual 

Savings 
(kWh) 

January 2014 Status 
Persistence 

Savings 
(kWh) 

Non -
Persistence 

Category 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐2 Discharge Air Reset Control Strategy Bldg 2, AH‐2 

26,353 26,353 

Not Installed 

13,177 

Performance 
Issue 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐2 Discharge Air Reset Control Strategy Bldg 2, AH‐3 Installed  

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐2 Discharge Air Reset Control Strategy Bldg 2, AH‐4 Not Installed Performance 
Issue 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐2 Discharge Air Reset Control Strategy Bldg 2, AH‐6 Not Installed Performance 
Issue 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐2 Discharge Air Reset Control Strategy Bldg 2, AH‐7 Installed  
Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐2 Discharge Air Reset Control Strategy Bldg 2, AH‐8 Installed  
Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐2 Discharge Air Reset Control Strategy Bldg 2, AH‐9 Installed  
Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐2 Discharge Air Reset Control Strategy Bldg 3, AH‐15 Data Inconclusive  
Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐2 Discharge Air Reset Control Strategy Bldg 3, AH‐16 Installed  

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐2 Discharge Air Reset Control Strategy Bldg 4, AH‐2 Not Installed Space 
Change 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐2 Discharge Air Reset Control Strategy Bldg 5, AH‐3 Installed  

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐2 Discharge Air Reset Control Strategy Bldg 5, AH‐5 Not Installed Performance 
Issue 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 
EEM‐3 Duct Static Pressure 
Reset 

Control Strategy Bldg 1, AH‐1 

253,555 253,555 

Not Installed 

84,518 

Maintenance 
Issue 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 
EEM‐3 Duct Static Pressure 
Reset 

Control Strategy Bldg 1, AH‐2 Not Installed Maintenance 
Issue 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 
EEM‐3 Duct Static Pressure 
Reset 

Control Strategy Bldg 1, AH‐3 Not Installed Maintenance 
Issue 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 
EEM‐3 Duct Static Pressure 
Reset 

Control Strategy Bldg 2, AH‐2 Not Installed Performance 
Issue 
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Site 2: 
Phase 

Verification 
Report Date 

RCM RCM Category Equipment Effected 

Verified Ex 
Ante Annual 

Savings 
(kWh) 

Revised* Ex 
Ante Annual 

Savings 
(kWh) 

January 2014 Status 
Persistence 

Savings 
(kWh) 

Non -
Persistence 

Category 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 
EEM‐3 Duct Static Pressure 
Reset 

Control Strategy Bldg 2, AH‐6 Not Installed Performance 
Issue 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 
EEM‐3 Duct Static Pressure 
Reset 

Control Strategy Bldg 2, AH‐8 Installed  

Phase 2 3/3/2011 
EEM‐3 Duct Static Pressure 
Reset 

Control Strategy Bldg 2, AH‐9 Not Installed Performance 
Issue 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 
EEM‐3 Duct Static Pressure 
Reset 

Control Strategy Bldg 3, AH‐10 Installed  

Phase 2 3/3/2011 
EEM‐3 Duct Static Pressure 
Reset 

Control Strategy Bldg 3, AH‐15 Not Installed Space 
Change 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 
EEM‐3 Duct Static Pressure 
Reset 

Control Strategy Bldg 4, AH‐1 Not Installed Space 
Change 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 
EEM‐3 Duct Static Pressure 
Reset 

Control Strategy Bldg 4, AH‐2 Not Installed Space 
Change 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 
EEM‐3 Duct Static Pressure 
Reset 

Control Strategy Bldg 4, AH‐3 Installed  

Phase 2 3/3/2011 
EEM‐3 Duct Static Pressure 
Reset 

Control Strategy Bldg 4, AH‐4 Data Inconclusive  

Phase 2 3/3/2011 
EEM‐3 Duct Static Pressure 
Reset 

Control Strategy Bldg 5, AH‐1 Not Installed Maintenance 
Issue 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 
EEM‐3 Duct Static Pressure 
Reset 

Control Strategy Bldg 5, AH‐2 Not Installed Maintenance 
Issue 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 
EEM‐3 Duct Static Pressure 
Reset 

Control Strategy Bldg 5, AH‐3 Installed  

Phase 2 3/3/2011 
EEM‐3 Duct Static Pressure 
Reset 

Control Strategy Bldg 5, AH‐4 Installed  
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Site 2: 
Phase 

Verification 
Report Date 

RCM RCM Category Equipment Effected 

Verified Ex 
Ante Annual 

Savings 
(kWh) 

Revised* Ex 
Ante Annual 

Savings 
(kWh) 

January 2014 Status 
Persistence 

Savings 
(kWh) 

Non -
Persistence 

Category 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐4 AHU Scheduling Schedule Bldg 1, AH‐1 

237,568 237,568 

Not Installed 

109,647 

Maintenance 
Issue 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐4 AHU Scheduling Schedule Bldg 1, AH‐2 Installed  
Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐4 AHU Scheduling Schedule Bldg 1, AH‐3 Installed  

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐4 AHU Scheduling Schedule Bldg 2, AH‐4 Not Installed Maintenance 
Issue 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐4 AHU Scheduling Schedule Bldg 2, AH‐5 Not Installed Maintenance 
Issue 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐4 AHU Scheduling Schedule Bldg 2, AH‐9 Not Installed Maintenance 
Issue 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐4 AHU Scheduling Schedule Bldg 3, AH‐15 Not Installed Space 
Change 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐4 AHU Scheduling Schedule Bldg 3, AH‐17 Installed  

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐4 AHU Scheduling Schedule Bldg 4, AH‐1 Installed  

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐4 AHU Scheduling Schedule Bldg 4, AH‐3 Installed  

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐4 AHU Scheduling Schedule Bldg 4, AH‐4 Installed  

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐4 AHU Scheduling Schedule Bldg 5, AH‐1 Not Installed Maintenance 
Issue 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐4 AHU Scheduling Schedule Bldg 5, AH‐2 Not Installed Maintenance 
Issue 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐4 AHU Scheduling Schedule Bldg 5, AH‐3 Not Installed Maintenance 
Issue 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐4 AHU Scheduling Schedule Bldg 5, AH‐4 Not Installed Maintenance 
Issue 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐4 AHU Scheduling Schedule Bldg 5, AH‐5 Not Installed Maintenance 
Issue 
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Site 2: 
Phase 

Verification 
Report Date 

RCM RCM Category Equipment Effected 

Verified Ex 
Ante Annual 

Savings 
(kWh) 

Revised* Ex 
Ante Annual 

Savings 
(kWh) 

January 2014 Status 
Persistence 

Savings 
(kWh) 

Non -
Persistence 

Category 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐5 Pump Speed Control Control Strategy CHWP, B.1  

466,366 466,366 

Per site discussion, 
Installed 

466,366 

 

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐5 Pump Speed Control Control Strategy CHWP, B.2 
Per site discussion, 
Installed  

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐5 Pump Speed Control Control Strategy CHW, CH‐1 Installed  
Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐5 Pump Speed Control Control Strategy CHW, CH‐2 Installed  
Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐5 Pump Speed Control Control Strategy CHW, CH‐5 Installed  
Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐5 Pump Speed Control Control Strategy CHW, CH‐6 Installed  

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐5 Pump Speed Control Control Strategy CHWP‐48A 
Per site discussion, 
Installed  

Phase 2 3/3/2011 EEM‐5 Pump Speed Control Control Strategy CHWP‐48B 
Per site discussion, 
Installed  
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